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Five Star Colonic is a leading holistic minded beauty and wellness center that offers colon
hydrotherapy and pampering body treatments to make anyone feel completely relaxed and
de-stressed. Our aim is to help create balance and harmony in the life of our clients.
We were searching for PPC services to make our target audience aware of our online presence.
I was referred to eBrandz by a friend. We choose eBrandz solely on the recommendation of my
friend as he was quite satisfied with the services offered by the company.
Now, I feel it is the right time to write to eBrandz and let them know what a delight it is to
experience such a highly professional service. Dealing with eBrandz is a pleasure. I am fully
satisfied with the results they have delivered. Highly competitive online business demands
efficiency and quick response and the PPC team at eBrandz, enable us to do just that. They well
understand the nerve of the market which is evident in their meticulous and highly targeted
keyword research.
Their understanding of our business objectives combined with the vast knowledge helped me
spent less money and get more results on phone calls and general email inquiry. Now I am
looking forward to expand my business even further with PPC and definitely eBrandz
managing our PPC campaign.
The fact that eBrandz is based in India has not affected our day to day dealings. They have
provided excellent service at all times. In-fact, i always though no one would know more about
web sites and management than people offshore. Thanks to their profound and professional
work, we noticed improvement in traffic and enquiries within a fortnight.
I really have no hesitation in recommending eBrandz because they did exactly what they said
they would do. They can be a strategic ally to any company who desire to get a significant edge
over their competitors online.
Regards,
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